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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The USAF released a message in July 2005\(^1\) that stated recent single engine flame-out incidents involving three trainer aircraft had occurred, the root cause of the problem had been aircraft filter plugging, and that all water absorbing filters were being removed from service. The investigation by the USAF following the incident indicated that the super absorbent polymer (SAP) used in manufacturing the filter/monitors had migrated downstream and had collected in engine fuel filters and controls, possibly causing the flame-out incidents.

In response to these events, the Navy Fuels Team initiated an investigation into the migration of SAP downstream of filter/monitors, and the resulting risk to aircraft fuel system operation. In June 2007, the Navy Fuels Team released NAVAIRSYSCOM Report 441/07-002\(^2\) that recommended removal of all monitors from land based refueling systems. The report also recommended that a separate risk analysis be performed on the use of filter/monitors containing SAP in helicopter in flight refueling (HIFR) systems. The utilization of monitors in HIFR applications is significantly different than in land-based fueling systems and therefore warrants its own risk assessment. As a result of this risk assessment, the Navy Fuels Team recommends the following:

- The Naval Aviation Enterprise should continue to require the use of fuel quality filter/monitors in HIFR capable aircraft systems.
- The current filter/monitor specification (MIL-PRF-81380E) should be reviewed and updated.
- Filter/monitors should be required to be qualified to the updated specification and the corresponding QPD should be updated.
LIST OF ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS

DoD ................................................................................................................................. Department of Defense
FQM ............................................................................................................................... Fuel Quality Monitor
FSII ............................................................................................................................... Fuel System Icing Inhibitor
FY ..................................................................................................................................... Fiscal Year
HIFR ............................................................................................................................... Helicopter In Flight Refueling
MARCORSYSCOM ......................................................................................................... Marine Corps Systems Command
NATOPS ......................................................................................................................... Naval Air Training and Operations Procedures Standardization
NAVAIR ......................................................................................................................... Naval Air Systems Command
ORM ............................................................................................................................... Operational Risk Management
QPD ................................................................................................................................. Qualified Products Database
QS ...................................................................................................................................... Quality Surveillance
SAP ..................................................................................................................................... Super Absorbent Polymer
USAF ............................................................................................................................... US Air Force
USMC ............................................................................................................................. US Marine Corps
USN ..................................................................................................................................... US Navy
WOWU ............................................................................................................................. Week One Work Ups
Impact Analysis on the Removal of Fuel Quality Filter/monitors from USN/USMC Helicopter in Flight Refueling Systems

1.0 BACKGROUND

For over twenty years the Navy and Marine Corps had been using water absorbent filtration cartridges (filter/monitors, fuel quality monitors (FQMs)) as the final stage of filtration for fixed and mobile aviation fuel delivery systems. Concerns had been growing for many years in regards to performance issues of filter/monitors used in service over an extended period of time. An investigation was conducted by the NAVAIR Fuels Team from 2003 – 2004 to evaluate the service life of the filter/monitors because of the recent decision from the commercial aviation industry to reduce the recommended life of filter/monitors to 12 months. This investigation led to the decision to align the change-out requirement of filter/monitors with standard commercial practice as well as develop a more stringent filter/monitor specification that incorporated the use of fuel with the complete Department of Defense (DoD) additive package.

The US Air Force (USAF) released a message in July 2005\(^1\) that stated recent single engine flame-out incidents involving three trainer aircraft had occurred, the root cause of the problem had been aircraft filter plugging, and that all water absorbing filters were being removed from service. The investigation by the USAF following the incident indicated that the super absorbent polymer (SAP) used in manufacturing the filter/monitors had migrated downstream and had collected in engine fuel filters and controls, possibly causing the flame-out incidents.

In response to these events, the NAVAIR Fuels Team initiated an investigation into the migration of SAP downstream of filter/monitors which revealed that SAP does migrate downstream of filter/monitors, but there is no quantitative test available to measure how much migrates over time. Based on current available materials used for filter/monitor production, manufacturers of the cartridges could not meet a “no detectable amount” specification requirement that a qualitative method would give, so the option to add a limitation to the filter/monitor specification was unavailable.

In June 2007, the NAVAIR Fuels Team released NAVAIRSYSCOM Report 441/07-002\(^2\) that reviewed the requirement to use water absorbent filtration cartridges as the final stage of filtration on USN/USMC fixed and mobile aviation fuel delivery systems. The report, which analyzed the risk of removing the filter/monitors as compared to keeping them in place, recommended that the requirement to use filter/monitors in these aircraft refueling systems be deleted. This decision was based upon the implementation of EI 1581 qualified filter coalescers. EI 1581 filter coalescer performance is superior to earlier styles of DoD filter coalescers. As a result, all filter/monitors were removed from land based service systems and any plans involving the procurement or construction of filter/monitor vessels were cancelled.
The report also recommended that a separate risk analysis be performed on the use of filter/monitors containing SAP in helicopter in flight refueling (HIFR) systems. The utilization of filter/monitors in HIFR applications is significantly different than in land-based fueling systems and therefore warrants its own risk assessment.

2.0 OBJECTIVE

The primary objective of this research effort was to analyze the risk to Navy and Marine Corps HIFR capable aircraft of removing filter/monitors from the HIFR systems and compare that to the risk associated with their continued use.

3.0 APPROACH

The approach used for this analysis was to first determine the reasons why the two inch filter/monitors were originally incorporated into Navy and Marine Corps HIFR capable aircraft HIFR systems. Second, research was conducted to determine how often and for what purpose HIFR-capable aircraft are currently employing their HIFR systems. Third, all known problems associated with filter/monitors used in HIFR capable aircraft were reviewed. Finally, a risk assessment was performed based on all collected data and all known possible risk mitigation measures were reviewed so that the best course of action could be determined.

4.0 DISCUSSION

4.1 Reasons for Incorporation

The decision to use filter/monitors in HIFR systems was made roughly around the same time the decision to use filter/monitors in land based systems was made, somewhere around the late 1960s to early 1970s. In addition to the filter/monitors containing SAP, “go-no go” type filter/monitors were also used. The use of “go-no go” types of filter/monitors was discontinued during the early 1980s when NAVAIR rewrote the filter/monitor specification which only allowed for the use of absorbent polymeric materials.

Filter/monitors were originally incorporated into the fuel filtration process as a final filter for fuel polishing and fail-safe in case of filter coalescer disarming upstream. Their ability to absorb both water and particulate contamination gave the assurance that this last step would ensure delivery of clean, dry fuel. In ship based systems, filter coalescer problems were more prevalent with older DoD style filter coalescer elements and vessels qualified to previous editions of MIL-DTL-15618, but the implementation of filter coalescers that meet the requirements of the most current edition of MIL-PRF-32148 have significantly reduced the water removal and particulate filtration problems experienced with earlier edition elements.

Unlike shore based systems, carriers and large deck air capable ships which utilize deck refueling as the primary method for refueling; the refueling systems on smaller air capable ships provides an alternate method for refueling if deck landing is not possible. The monitor elements
in helicopters refueling systems were incorporated to reduce the probability of water-contamination from being introduced into the airframe fuel system during HIFR from the air capable ships. Although fuel quality assurance requirements apply to all aviation fuel from ships, the fuel quality from an air capable has a higher probability of contamination due to infrequent use and austere conditions in which HIFR is performed.

4.2 Utilization of Filter/Monitors

Filter/monitors in Navy HIFR systems are only being used in the H-60 community. The H-60 HIFR filter/monitors are installed as an emergency fuel filtration device to protect the aircraft if fuel quality is unknown but operational necessity requires refueling. Research indicates that a majority of the squadrons use the HIFR system primarily for training purposes, and in emergency situations to avoid ditching (e.g. a fouled deck, deck unsuitable for landing, aircraft too heavy, etc). At most, training is done once per quarter and during week one work ups (WOWU). These training flights are generally “dry events”, meaning that no fuel is passed through the system.

4.3 Filter/Monitor Issues

As discussed in the background above the SAP can liberate from the monitors and migrate into aircraft systems, the concern is that the amount of SAP in the fuel cannot be measured using available techniques. The recent discovery of this contaminant from the monitor elements means that the consequence associated with this failure mode is not fully understood.

Another issue is that all of filter/monitor elements used on helicopters were qualified to an outdated edition of MIL-PRF-81380 and the commercial specification EI/IP 1583 which does not require use of fuel with FSII. Testing on elements qualified to this specification shows that the filter/monitor’s efficiency to remove free water from the fuel decreases as the amount of FSII in the fuel increases. Fuel system icing inhibitor (FSII) is a mandatory additive in all military aviation fuel specifications.

5.0 RISK IDENTIFICATION AND ANALYSIS

All identified risks associated with the removal of MIL-PRF-81380 fuel quality filter/monitor elements from Naval HIFR systems are from the point of view of the aircraft fuel delivery system. The analysis will determine the risk of removing the fuel quality filter/monitors from the HIFR system on delivering safe-for-flight fuel to the aircraft.

Three risks have been identified: two with the removal of MIL-PRF-81380 fuel quality filter/monitors and one with the continued use fuel quality filter/monitors.

Risk 1: Filter/monitor elements are removed allowing a significant amount of free water to be introduced into the aircraft fuel tanks during refueling due to inadequate system housekeeping (failure to drain filter/sePARATOR sumps, failure to strip fuel storage tanks, intrusion of water from outside of fuel piping upstream/downstream of filter/separators).
The consequence is engine flameout caused by a significant amount of water in the fuel.

Risk 2: Filter/monitor elements are removed allowing a significant amount of particulate matter to be introduced into the aircraft fuel tanks during refueling due to inadequate system housekeeping (failure to drain filter/sePARATOR sumps, failure to strip fuel storage tanks, intrusion of particulate matter from outside of fuel piping upstream/downstream of filter/separators).

The consequence is engine filter becoming clogged and fuel bypassing the filter, which may lead to engine failure.

Risk 3: Filter/monitors in HIFR systems are retained and SAP is liberated from the elements. Consequence is SAP contaminated fuel may clog the engine fuel filters leading to impending engine failure/flameout. (This is the mode of failure that the USAF identified for the trainer engine flameouts in July 2005.)

The identified risks were analyzed using the methodology of OPNAVINST 3500.39B and the Hazard Analysis of NAVAIRINST 3960.4B. The probability of the event occurring as well as the severity of damage if the event occurred was considered. The results are displayed within a color coded matrix which graphically shows the level of risk for each event. The probability categories, severity categories, and risk assessment color codes are defined in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probability Categories</th>
<th>Severity Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A – will occur</td>
<td>I – may cause death and/or aircraft loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B – may occur over time</td>
<td>II – may cause severe injury or major aircraft damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C – unlikely to occur</td>
<td>III – may cause injury or minor aircraft damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IV – will not cause injury or aircraft damage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Risk Assessment Color Codes**

- **Critical** – cannot be mitigated by procedures or new technology
- **Moderate** – can be mitigated by procedures or new technology
- **Negligible** – mitigation not necessary

**Figure 1: Risk Assessment Probability, Severity, and Color Code Definitions**

Risk 1: A significant amount of free water is ingested by the engine as a result of removing filter/monitors from HIFR systems.

Probability of occurrence – B

During HIFR refueling, several failures would need to occur in the shipboard fuel filtration/quality assurance system to allow fuel to be delivered to an aircraft with free water. The probability of this occurrence under normal operations is low; however the operational conditions when the HIFR system is used would typically be emergency and/or non-normal
conditions, increasing the probability of occurrence more likely due to lack of filtration time available and difficulty visually detecting contamination.

Severity if event occurs – I

Since the HIFR system is designed for use while the aircraft is in flight, fuel taken on board will not have enough time to settle in the tanks and any free water that is introduced into the system will remain in suspension. With the filter/monitors removed, there is no protection against water contamination.

Risk 2: A significant amount of particulate matter is ingested by the engine as a result of removing filter/monitors from HIFR systems.

Probability of occurrence – C

During HIFR refueling, several failures would need to occur in the shipboard fuel filtration/quality assurance system to allow fuel to be delivered to an aircraft with particulate matter. Large FOD would be captured in HIFR refueling nozzles, and the engine has an engine fuel filter and is tested for particulate contamination to the tables in the engine specification. The probability both the shipboard filtration and quality assurance systems failing and followed by aircraft filters clogging failing both engines is low.

Severity if event occurs – I

Once the engine filter is bypassed contaminated fuel will be delivered to the engine and could severely damage fuel wetted engine components leading to failure.

Risk 3: A significant amounts of SAP material FOD is liberated into the aircraft fuel system from filter/monitors in HIFR systems.

Probability of occurrence – C

SAP migration downstream of the filter/monitor has been verified by military and commercial test cells and laboratories, but the amount cannot be determined quantitatively. Given the previous long term use of these elements at military facilities, with one USAF reported aircraft event, the probability that excessive amounts are liberated is low. The scheduled replacement time for the monitor of one year provides further mitigation.

Severity if event occurs – II

Once the engine fuel filter is bypassed, contaminated fuel will be delivered to the engine and could severely damage fuel wetted engine components leading to failure.

The completed filter/monitor risk assessment matrix is shown in Figure 2.
6.0 RISK MITIGATION MEASURES

There are two courses of action: (1) continue to use filter/monitors in HIFR systems or (2) delete the requirement and remove the elements from service. Risk mitigation measures are required in either case.

Option 1: Filter/monitors continue to be required in HIFR capable aircraft.

Release naval message stating that all HIFR operational training should be dry run only. No fuel should be flowed through the elements during training exercises. HIFR systems shall be used to meet operational requirements and emergency use only. Address time and change out criteria in naval message.

Option 2: Filter/monitors are removed from the HIFR system and no longer required in HIFR capable aircraft.

Increase aviation fuel QS requirements in NAVAIR 00-80T-109.

Increase preventative maintenance requirements for shipboard fuel delivery systems and equipment.

Develop a fuel monitoring system to replace HIFR filter/monitors that would be capable of filtering particulate, sensing water contamination in real time, and notify the pilot of potential contamination.
7.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. Risk is greater to the HIFR capable aircraft by removing the HIFR filter/monitor elements.

2. Risk and impact of potential free water contamination to the engine is greater than SAP contamination from the filter/monitor.

8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Maintain the use of filter/monitors in HIFR capable aircraft.

2. Release naval message stating HIFR operational training shall be dry run only. Fuel shall only be flowed through HIFR systems only to meet operational requirements and emergencies. Address time and change out criteria in message.

3. Update pertinent NATOPS and training manuals to reflect the proposed way forward.

4. Review and update MIL-PRF-81380E. Updated specification will tailor testing to simulate HIFR conditions, i.e. water slug testing, SAP migration and 10 ppm maximum effluent free water.

5. Qualify HIFR filter/monitors to the revised MIL-PRF-81380 specification and update corresponding Qualified Products Database (QPD). Qualification program is approximately $20K and the new monitor elements would be preferred spares.
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